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Abstract— Modern biology has moved from a science of indi-
vidual measurements to a science where data are collected on an
industrial scale. Foremost amongst the new tools for biochemistry
are chip arrays which, in one operation, measure hundreds of
thousands or even millions of DNA sequences or RNA transcripts.
Whilst this is impressive, increasingly sophisticated analysis
tools have been required to convert gene array data into gene
expression levels. Despite the assumption that noise levels are
low, since the number of measurements for an individual gene is
small, identifying which signals are affected by noise is a priority.

High-density oligonucleotide array (HDONAs) from NCBI
GEO shows that, even in the best Human GeneChips 1/4% of
data are affected by spatial noise. Earlier designs are more noisy
and spatial defects may affect more than 25% of probes.

BioConductor R code is available as supplementary material
and via http://bioinformatics.essex.ac.uk/users/wlangdon/TCBB-
2007-11-0161.tar.gz

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE are increasingly large volumes of publicly avail-
able High-density oligonucleotide array (HDONAs) data.

Chief amongst these is the USA’s National Center for
Biotechnology (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
databank [1]. In February 2007 GEO contained data from
39 186 Affymetrix arrays. Of these, 20 504 involved human
tissues (cf. Figure 1). GEO is growing rapidly, approxi-
mately doubling each year. We survey the publicly accessible
Affymetrix GeneChip for Homo Sapiens and identify suspect
regions in all cases.

Even though Affymetrix has gone to great lengths to avoid
noise [2] perfect results are never found in practice. Reimers
and Weinstein [2] suggest that a major source of trouble are
bubbles being trapped inside the Affymetrix cassette. They
also say scratches and defects introduced when the chip
was made may also introduce spatial noise. Recently both
Reimers and Weinstein [2] and Songet al. [3] have published
interactive computer tools.

Reimers and Weinstein [2] use several heuristics to present
false colour images of chip probe intensity to the user. They
cunningly organise the colours to highlight a variety of both
small and large regions where probes are either consistently
too low or too high.

Reimers and Weinstein [2] found that when they introduced
small amounts of spatial noise, many gene expression mea-
sures, calculated by standard downstream tools, more than
doubled. Using RMA, in one case, they found that when
two-fold noise was introduced to 5% of probes, 0.1% of
genes appeared to change by more than 0.5 on a log2 scale.
However, when they used MAS5, 3.4% of genes appeared to
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Fig. 1. Number of Affymetrix GeneChips by year in NCBI GEO. The
popularity of arrays changes rapidly. 2001-02 were the time of HGU95Av2
(•). 2003 HG-U133B (×). Now HG-U133plus (red) is the most popular.

change. In most Affymetrix designs, large spatial errors affect
between 1% and 4% of probes, cf. Table I. Also Suárez-Farĩnas
et al. have shown that removal of blemishes can improve
the output of down stream analysis tools, such as MAS5 and
GCRMA [4].

Song et al. [3] demonstrated an interactive computer tool
on 81 simulated arrays (based on Human data supplied by
Affymetrix for two ENCODEFE2 chips). Their tool uses false
colours on a computer screen to identify unnaturally bright
oval blobs of varying sizes to the user. Songet al. [3] claim
assisted manual blob removal can “vastly improve” subsequent
analysis by Affymetrix software tools (MAT and TAS). While
Arteaga-Salaset al. describes an automatic algorithm which
recovers data affected by spatial flaws in replicated arrays [5].

We automatically identify both bright and dim defects
of widely varying sizes and shapes in tens of thousands
of GeneChips. (We analyse human Affymetrix RNA arrays.
After excluding mixed species, exon arrays and duplicates,
GEO contained 14 956 cel files from 13 different types of
GeneChip.) All 14 956 cel files contained defects. Rejecting
chips until a perfect one is found is not feasible. Instead the
Biologist must: either ignore the problem, hope subsequent
analysis will smooth or average out the effect (e.g. by remov-
ing outliers) or detect and remove defects.

There are some chips where the number of faulty probes
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF HUMAN AFFYMETRIX GENECHIP ARRAYS IN GEO. CHIP

TYPES ORDERED BY YEAR OF PEAK USAGE, CF. FIGURE 1. “MISSING”

INDICATES THOSE WITH MISSING DATA. “REJECT” THOSE WITH MORE

THAN 10% SPATIAL DEFECTS. “OK” THE NUMBER OF REMAINING CEL

FILES. EXCLUDING THOSE WITH MISSING DATA, THE MEAN FRACTION OF

PROBES WITH SPATIAL DEFECTS IN THESE FILES IS SHOWN UNDER

“ ERROR”. T HE LAST COLUMN GIVES THE EXPECTED FALSE POSITIVE

RATE (I .E. THE EXPECTED REPORTED ERRORS FOR PERFECT DATA).

Chip Number missing Reject Ok error expected
HC G110 23 0 0 0.0% 23 2.2% 0.01%
HG U95A 356 0 11 3.1% 345 3.1% 0.01%
HG U95B 193 0 9 4.7% 184 2.5% 0.01%
HG U95C 192 1 15 7.8% 176 3.3% 0.01%
HG U95D 27 0 5 18.5% 22 7.1% 0.01%
HG U95E 26 0 1 3.8% 25 2.7% 0.01%
Hu6800 133 0 10 7.5% 123 4.6% 0.01%
HG U95Av2 1487 0 21 1.4% 1466 2.1% 0.01%
HG-U133A 7072 387 100 1.4% 6585 1.7% 0.01%
HG-U133B 1815 0 106 5.8% 1709 3.3% 0.01%
HG-Focus 708 0 5 0.7% 703 1.2% 0.01%
HG-U133A 2 164 0 0 0.0% 164 0.6% 0.01%
HG-U133Plus2 2760 3 0 0.0% 2757 0.3% 0.01%

exceeds those that appear to be working. Such chips must
be rejected and the analysis must be rerun. Affymetrix will
replace faulty chips when the defects exceed 10% [3]. The
fourth column of Table I gives the number of chips with more
than 10% suspect probes.

In addition to detecting spatial defects, our analysis picked
up 391 published cel files with missing data.

II. DETECTING ERRONEOUS AREAS OF
GENECHIPS

Upton and Lloyd [6] used technical replicates (typically
requiring three arrays per tissue sample) to identify statistically
anomalous physical regions in high-density oligonucleotide
arrays. Due to the costs involved, published biological ex-
periments seldom provide three-fold redundant data. Instead
biologists rely on replication across multiple samples and
the redundant measurements provided by many GeneChip
designs. Therefore we have adapted their method to locate
spatial defects by comparing individual array measurements,
after normalisation, not with identical replicants but with the
average of all arrays of the same type.

Essentially the method assumes in a perfect chip physically
contiguous probe measurements are statistically independent.
Therefore spatial flaws can be found by searching for patches
of the data which are consistently either higher than or below
the average for that location. There is a complication in
Affymetrix GeneChip designs. Since we might expect match-
mismatch probe pairs (PM and MM) to be correlated (rather
than independent) and typically PM-MM pairs are physically
adjacent, Upton and Lloyd [6] used only one of each pair. They
implement this by overlaying the array with non-overlapping
3 × 3 checker board patterns (cf. Figure 2). This diagonal
pattern selects about half the probes to be compared with their
average. As we shall see, 50% is sufficient to clearly identify
many suspect locations on a chip. As the data are normalised,

Fig. 2. For statistical independence, adjacent probes are not used. Instead
corner elements are compared with the centre (shaded). Above average in red,
below in blue. Colour pattern should be random. All the same colour hints at
a statistical anomaly. To reduce the chance of rejecting good data, we insist
more than two neighbouring boards also suggest the error before rejecting all
of the 3× 3 data (cf. Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Nine 3 by 3 checker boards (cf. Figure 2) Above average probes
are shaded. (Probes in corners or centre are darkly shaded). Checker boards
where all four corners agree with the centre are highlighted with pink borders.
The example shows the central 3 by 3 checker board has more than two
consistently above average neighbours, strongly suggesting a chip defect.

the chance of any datum being above (or below) average is a
half. Given the independence of these diagonal elements, the
method is firmly grounded in statistics and simply highlights
regions where more probes are brighter (or dimmer) than
would be expected by statistical chance.

If there is no spatial anomaly, then, independently, each
of the four corner squares in Figure 2 is equally likely to
be above, or below, the average value (ignoring the remote
possibility of equality). The possibility that all four are on the
same side of the average as is the central square is therefore
1/24 = 1/16. A 3× 3 square for which this is the case may
be suspect.

There will be many such squares. Ignoring edge effects,
each such square will be surrounded by eight other 3 by 3
squares (cf. Figure 3). In the absence of spatial flaws, the prob-
ability that a given one of these neighbours has a similar set
of five cells on the same side of the average is1

2

5 = 1
32 . Thus

the probability that a probe is the centre of a suspect cell that
has exactlym suspect neighbours is116×C8

m

(
1
32

)m (
31
32

)8−m
.

The probability of there being 3 or more suspect neighbours
is therefore found to be less than 0.01%.
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Fig. 4. Typical distribution of DNA Chip probe intensity. Note Log scales.

The first task is to calculate the average value of each probe
for each of the 13 Human GeneChip types.

A. Finding the Average GeneChip

The complete (Feb 2007) GEO database of cel files was
downloaded and organised according to species and array de-
sign. For this study, we selected all the Affymetrix GeneChips
for humans. This gave a total of 14 956 cel files, cf. Table I.

The cel files are generated by Affymetrix MAS software
from laser scans of the individual DNA arrays (cf. Figure 13).
The MAS software provides an average of multiple 16-bit
scanner readings for each probe region on the chip. The
number of readings available varies with each individual probe
and GeneChip. However typically a rank-based average of
16, 20 or 25 scanner readings is calculated to give each
probe value reported in the cel files. The distribution of probe
averages for a typical chip is shown in Figure 4.

The range of values covers several orders of magnitudes,
so it is natural to work with logarithms. We calculate an
average value for each probe by averaging the logarithms
of the values observed at that location (thus calculating the
geometric mean). However, in view of the potential presence
of outliers, before calculating the means we discard upper and
lower 0.5% of the observed values to give the geometric mean
of the central 99%. This allows us to use theaffy package
[7], [8] in R [9] in a single pass. Reimers and Weinstein [2]
also use a truncated mean, albeit with far fewer chips.

Figure 5 shows an average array. Even though the data
comes from a wide range of tissues and disease states, most
probes vary only a little. Figure 6 shows the standard deviation
of the (natural) logarithm of each probe’s intensity (after
excluding the extreme 1% of values) v. its mean log intensity.
For most probes, variablity of the log data rises approximately
linearly with log intensity until a peak near 2000. Variability
falls for very large values, perhaps due to saturation of the
signal.

B. Spatial Defects

As a second pass we compare all the arrays with the
average and used our adaption of Upton and Lloyd’s method

Fig. 5. Truncated geometric mean of 6 685 HG-U133A (dark blue is higher).
Even after averaging over several thousand chips, the control features still
standout, as they do on individual chips.
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Fig. 6. Truncated standard deviation of 6 685 HG-U133A GeneChips
corresponding to mean in Figure 5. Data are plotted for 712 probes with
similar means. The error bars indicate inter quartile range for groups of 712
probes.

(cf. Section II) to highlight suspiciously similar areas of each
chip. Quantile normalisationper row [10] is used to ensure
each array has the same background reading.

In their discussion of possible future work Wu and
Irizarry [11] suggest that their model be used as the reference
distribution for quantile normalisation. Here we average large
numbers of published data (down loaded from GEO) to give
the reference distribution. Further we use comparison of the
per chip normalised data with the reference distribution to
highlight the presence of suspect probe intensities.
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III. RESULTS

A. Frequency of Errors

The fourth column of Table I gives the number of cel files
with more than 10% of spatial errors. The mean fraction
of probe values affected by spatial errors, for the chips
without missing data, is given on the right of vertical bar
in Table I. There is a tendency for spatial errors to be
associated with probe values being dimmer than expected.
The error rate depends upon chip type. More modern chips
(e.g. HG-U133Plus2) tend to have a lower error rate. How-
ever HG-U133B has an error rate more typical of older
designs.

There are relatively few cel files for the two designs with
the highest fraction of suspect probes (HGU95D 22 7.1%
and Hu6800 123 4.6%). In most older designs, i.e. HCG110
and the HGU95 series (except HGU95D), the error rate
is between 2.1% and 3.3%. For the more recent HG-U133
designs (except HG-U133B) this falls to 0.3–1.7%.

B. Location of Errors

In Affymetrix GeneChips defects tend to appear near the
edges of chips, cf. Figure 8. Reimers and Weinstein [2] suggest
that the defects in spotted arrays are concentrated at the
chips’ edges due to “less thorough [washing] near the edge
of the slide”. They hint that due to improved packaging this
ought to have been less of a problem with Affymetrix arrays.
Nonetheless, Figure 8 shows more errors near the edges of
Affymetrix GeneChips than towards their middle.

In recent GeneChip designs, Reimers and Weinstein [2] also
observed artifacts lying in horizontal lines. They attributed this
to Affymetrix placing similar DNA sequences in horizontal
lines. The GeneChips consistently show horizontal lines. These
are due to the manufacturer optimising the layout of probes so
that probes with similar sequences are adjacent. This can be
seen when looking at the number of bases with three hydrogen
bonds (C and G) across the design. Figure 7 shows horizontal
bands of probes with high and with low CG content. Since
generally high CG content corresponds to stickiness, probes
with many Cs or Gs may be brighter. This give rise to the
horizontal banding. To concentrate on spatial flaws introduced
into the data after design we quantile normalise the GeneChip
data a row at a time. A single row holds several hundred data
points. Per row normalisation removed horizontal artefacts.

Figure 9 shows the location of spatial errors in a poor chip.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is known that even small defects in GeneChips reduce
current analysis software’s ability to detect and measure
mRNA sequences [3]. Yet we have presented a comprehensive
survey of published Affymetrix data for a wide range of
Human tissues and disease conditions, which shows all contain
defects. However more recent chip designs tend to have lower
error rates. In the 14 956 cel files, we found a wide range of
different types of spatial defects:
• Small isolated blobs, down to about6 × 6 probes,

108µm×108µm [12], cf. Figure 10 (white).
• Large blobs (i.e. bigger than50 × 100 probes, such as

those described in [3]).

Fig. 7. Number of Guanine and Cytosine in 25-mer probes in HG-U133A
GeneChips. The distribution is approximately binomial (n=25, p=0.5). The
observed mean is 12.28 (σ = 2.53). Red below average, yellow above
average, controls not coloured.

• “Thumb prints”, cf. Figure 10 (red) and Figure 11.
• “Coffee rings”, cf. Figure 12 (white).
• Bright “scratches”, cf. Figure 13.

Our method is non-parametric and is based on firm sta-
tistical foundations rather than heuristics. Since it looks only
at differences, it is insensitive to the strength of the noise.
(However Figure 11 shows spatial noise can easily exceed
two-fold, either up or down). All it needs is the independence
assumption and to be able to approximate the median with
a truncated geometric mean. It does not assume the probe
intensities follow a Gaussian, log normal, exponential or any
other distribution. The technique is fully automatic. There is no
need to manually adjust sensitivity or other tuning parameters.

We are also investigating automated means to detect scratch-
like defects (Figure 13), to combine nearby defects [13],
to recover reliable values from suspect areas of chips and
investigating other untoward features of Affymetrix arrays
[14]. Our method feeds into this.

Since newer designs tend to have fewer measurements per
genetic locus, we anticipate discovery and removal of spatial
defects will become even more important in the future. For
example, recent Affymetrix exon arrays have typically less
than five measurements per genetic locus.

We find defects inall GEO Affymetrix human data. We have
presented an automatic method which can locate both bright
and dim spatial defects. We suggest our method is suitable for
other species and other types of high-density oligonucleotide
arrays. Previous studies have shown that noise levels, smaller
than those we have observed in published data, seriously affect
some gene expression levels calculated by common tools. We
suggest flagging defects and removing suspect data will enable
Biologists to safely use the remaining portions of expensive
GeneChips.
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Fig. 8. Mean distribution of exceptionally low spatial defects in 6 685
HG-U133A GeneChips. Probe locations with defects on more than 1% of
arrays have been coloured using a scale where red indicates 1% and blue
indicates 10%. Also probes with faults on more than 10% of chips (max 16%)
are also coloured blue. (Control probes are not coloured.) Spatial defects in
excessively bright probes follow a similar pattern.

Fig. 9. Example HG-U133A GeneChips with 9% spatial defects found. Red
below average, Blue above.

Fig. 10. HG-U95A Log expression value (grey). The large area semicircular
“thumb print” at the left hand edge containing 16 954 probes is consistently
higher than expected and has been highlighted as suspicious in red. 15 175
probes (white) have suspect low values. (Errors in non biological “control”
signals suppressed.)

Fig. 11. Normalised probe intensity/average for same chip as Figure 10. 5 345
probes are less than half their average value (red-yellow) (smallest 1/11th).
17 655 are between two and 80 times higher than average (blue).
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Fig. 12. Log expression value (grey) for example HG-U133A GeneChip.
The semicircular “coffee ring” at the right hand edge is consistently lower
than expected (white). 1 052 probes have suspect high values (red). (Errors in
non biological “control” signals suppressed.)

Fig. 13. Fluorescence from part of a HG-U133A GeneChip. The DNA
measuring region of chip lies above the almost horizontal line of alternating
bright and dim control features. Note bright river like pattern (10–40µm wide)
leading to sharp straight line (approx3µm wide) outside the measuring region.
Since the “river” defect is mostly narrower than the3 × 3 checker board, it
is not picked out.
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